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Game Engines: 

You can find alot of Mods from moddb.com, which uses these engines. Some of the games that you 

see there would be either completly different from what the engine was intended to do, whilst the 

others uses the templates that the engine have provided. 

 

Valve Source Engine 

 

The Valve Corporation was founded in 1994 and was based in Bellevue, Washington, U.S. and the 

Source SDK is one of the most popular choice for making mods so far (if you do no not believe me 

then you got to go to http://www.moddb.com/games/half-life-2/mods since there are loads of 

modded games created with Half life 2’s source software development kit) 

The engine ran a fast, reliable and flexible technology to render out intensive gaming using many of 

the following features: 

 Direct3D (rendering on Windows 95 and above, Xbox and the Xbox 360) 

 OpenGL (rendering on Mac OS X and the PS3) 

 HDR (high dynamic rendering) the HDR was only introduced on Half Life’s add on of Lost 

Coast and not on the Half Life 2 single player game 

 Facial  animation system with a auto generate lip sync function (faceposer) 

 Source codes for people who want to mod the game 

 Blended Skeletal animation system 

 A model viewer to see what you character would look like in different shaders 

 A material system to put bump maps, textures etc. 

And a lot more. If you want to find all the information about the features for the Source Engine look 

at this page to see the full content of what it has to offer:  

http://www.moddb.com/games/half-life-2/mods
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http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Source_Engine_Features 

Vindictus using valve’s Source engine: 

 

Vindictus is an online MMORPG that will be released really soon this year (2010) and is developed by 

Nexon who also create Maplestory and combat Arms. The game is also free to play and the thanks to 

the Half life source engine the game includes classes, customization for your character and a unique 

combat system allowing the player to interact with the environment object to be used as a weapon. 

Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valve_Corporation 

Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vindictus_%28video_game%29 (Vindictus, an upcoming 

game that will be taking MMORPG to the next level especially the gameplay and graphics) 

Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Source_SDK 

Unreal tournament Engine 

 

The unreal engine was developed by Epic Games and was scripted in C++ instead of C# javascript or 

Actionscript and their first release that they have developed using the unreal engine was Unreal 

Tournament (1998). The first engine that they used for it had intergrated rendering, collision 

detection, AI, invisibility, networking and a file system. The engine did not use OpenGL to produce 

http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Source_Engine_Features
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valve_Corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vindictus_%28video_game%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Source_SDK
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the 3D graphics that you see in the game but instead uses a different application which was the 

Glide API. It was developed by 3dfx Interactive (1994) but sadly the company was bankrupted and 

was bought by Nvidia in 2002. The game was released for the PC only. Altogether the unreal 

tournament engine has made around 25 games including their own games. 

And so during those years of developing and improving the engine, they have released their second 

debut; Unreal Engine 2 and America’s Army somewhere around 2002, the engine featured ragdoll 

physics using the integrated Karma physics SDK and adding support for other game platforms so 

future games can be played on the PS2, Xbox and the Gamecube. They also released a 2.5 version of 

the engine and was used for the Unreal Championship 2. The engines have created 81 game titles 

from different developers including the anticipated Bioshock 1 in 2007 and the second sequel this 

year (2010). 

And lastly the third generation engine which only supports  PC with Direct X 9/10, Xbox 360 and the 

Playstation 3 is the Unreal Engine 3 and again with the engine, they made unreal tournament 3 and 

Gears of War. With the engine you can use the HDRR (high dynamic range rendering) to help make 

the scene of the models seem more realistic 

Examples of the use of HDR (also known as HDRR or HDRI) 
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The HDR was introduced by a man called Greg Ward in 1985 with a lighting simulation software. But 

due to the lack of technology back in the day. There wasn’t enough computing power and so it had 

to be held back until in 1995, Greg Spencer providing the bloom and flare which was shown in the 

Siggraph ( Special Interest Group on Graphics and Interactive Techniques) and in 1997 it was 

improved by Paul Debevec’s “Recovering high dynamic range radiance maps from photograph,” 

making objects in the scene seem more realistic. 

  

 

And thanks to Epic game’s Gears of War, Unreal Tournament 3 and the much more improved Gears 

of War 2 and Valve’s  

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?q=http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DGGZcauihEww&sa=X&ei=QQ6VTICQC8OQjAfqk6XCBQ&ved=0CB0QuAIwAg&usg=AFQjCNFtgCQ1e0W9UFebYXnoxUpO4NDE2w
http://www.google.co.uk/url?q=http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DGGZcauihEww&sa=X&ei=QQ6VTICQC8OQjAfqk6XCBQ&ved=0CB0QuAIwAg&usg=AFQjCNFtgCQ1e0W9UFebYXnoxUpO4NDE2w
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Half-Life 2: Lost Cost, they have used this HDR on their game at the E3 2004 convention and 

appealing it more to a wider audience. 

This attracted big licenses to their game engine, from Atari, Sega, THQ, Ubisoft, Konami, Disney, EA, 

Square Enix and loads more. Due to so much things you can do with the engine, you can see all the 

details from their website which explains what the engine could for you 

(http://www.unreal.com/features.php?ref=technology-overview) 

Since then a lot of modders have been fiddling around with the engine since the engine came with 

the Unreal Tournament 3 game. With the possibility of publishing and selling their own games, the 

people who made the engine, they restricted them from doing that until they released a free version 

on November 2009 called Unreal Developer Kit (UDK) on their site: 

http://www.udk.com/download 

So if you were to ever make a game from that engine then According to the EULA you pay to Epic 

games of $99 USD (in british money it would be £64.35) at first until when you get above $5000 USD 

(£3,250.13) then they will take 25% of all revenue. (EULA is basically a license agreement between 

the user and the owner of the software which usually appears when you install a program and you 

have two to options either accept or decline the digital contract). 

 

 

Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unreal_Engine#Unreal_Engine_1 

Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_dynamic_range_imaging 

 

 

 

 

An example of a license agree that you must agree if you want to install and use that software 

http://www.unreal.com/features.php?ref=technology-overview
http://www.udk.com/download
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unreal_Engine#Unreal_Engine_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_dynamic_range_imaging
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Id Tech Engine: 

 

Id Tech (also known as the Doom Engine) is the game engine which powered the game Doom and 

Doom 2 in 1993 and onwards. The engine was written in C script. The idea of making the Doom 

Engine was started by John Carmack right after when Spear of Destiny was shipped away. He came 

up with the idea of the name because he was inspired by a film called The Colour Of Money with 

Tom Cruise mentioning the word “Doom” in the film and instead of using their other engine that 

they used for Spear of Destiny called the Shadow engine, they instead used his Doom engine to start 

making doom. The engine was originally for the Alien movie but was scrapped because John 

Carmack wanted to be creative with the engine and wanted try to out the different possibilities with 

the engine. 

He basically wanted doom to be better and different from wolfesien 3D and Spear by adding an 

online deathmatch as mentioned here: 

John Romero said:  

"Well, during development on a game at id we always knew that our latest game was going to be 

better than our last game, so it was obvious to us all that DOOM was going to be better than 

Wolfenstein 3D/Spear of Destiny. Carmack's idea of adding netplay to DOOM was when i told the 

other id guys, 'This is going to be the most badass game in the history of the planet Earth.'"  

"Our previous games had all used some form of compression in their data files that was very hard to 

crack (because some essential information was linked into the EXE file, which was compressed too). 

The fact that we removed all compression from DOOM data files was a large step toward making it 

easier to modify. Releasing the data specs was the other important aspect to helping others modify 

our game." 

And over the two of its release (1993) an estimated 10 million of people have played it and because 

of its popularity it had made a huge influence for the game industry and so they continued the 

franchise with the follow up of Doom 2: Hell on Earth (1994), Ultimate Doom (1995) and Final Doom 

(1996). The game have been ported to many different platforms like the SNES, Aatari Jaguar, 3DO 

and now on the Xbox 360. 

It wasn’t a proper 3d engine since you can only look left or right and the levels you see in the game is 

actually two dimensional but it is different from Wolfeisten 3D because of the ranges of height of 

the wall, every thing you saw in Doom was all textured Unlike Wolfeisten 3D and also the use of light 
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and dark to scare the player a bit more, making the game more intense and a sense of immersion 

and so on. Things you see in the game were on a single planes with different heights (this technique 

is similar to games like GTA San Andreas did when rendering far a way objects / locations) and so to 

create the depth that you see in doom, they used Bruce Nailer’s BSP tree binary space portioning. 

Another feature that the doom engine featured is the WAD data files (WAD stands for  Where’s all 

the data?) which contained sprites, levels, graphics, scripts and any other game data that are needed 

to play doom and so modding was available for people who are interesting in making their own 

custom level or scenario. 

 

In 2005 Id Tech 4 A.K.A Doom engine 3 was introduced and again was designed by John Carmack. 

Doom 3, Enemy Territory: Quake Wars, Prey, Quake, Wolfenstein and Brink have used this engine 

and was written in C++ and was released as a open source allowing modders to tinker with the 

engine. Doom engine 3 featured bump mapping, specular highlights, smooth multiple animation etc. 

and since the game would use the CPU intensively, Id worked on optimizing the game to allow the 

best possible performance possible for the PC at that time. The engine supported the Xbox 360, 

Playstation 3, Mac OSX, Linux and windows. 

In 2007, Id Tech 5 was introduced and the game engine is being used for the upcoming Doom 4 and 

Rage ( a first person shooter and racing game developed by the same company who create Id Tech 

5) 

 

A screenshot of the upcoming game Rage which will be released in Europe September 15, 2011. The 

release date for Doom 4 is not yet announced. 
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Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Id_Tech_1 

Reference: http://doomworld.com/pageofdoom/doomhist.html (history of how doom engine 

1started) 

References: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doom_%28video_game%29#Engine_technology 

Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rage_%28video_game%29 

Unity: 

http://unity3d.com/ 

http://unity3dstudent.com/ 

http://unity3d.com/company/fast-facts 

http://unity3d.com/company/fast-facts 

 

Unity is a game engine created by the Unity technologies team, the company is located in San 

Francisco USA. 

The engine has everything needed to make a full 3D game similar to Unreal, crysis, crystal tool etc. 

But not as good until Unity 3 gets released which is very soon and so far their latest version of unity is 

2.6 which can be downloaded from their site (http://unity3d.com/unity/download/). The user interface 

is simplified for the user so you don’t need to learn what each interfaces are and all you do is just drop 

and drag thing together and if you wanted to further edit the script to your own liking then you are 

allowed to do that and change attributes of it to suit your game. 

 

 
Comparison between Unity 2.6 and what Unity 3 has to offer 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Id_Tech_1
http://doomworld.com/pageofdoom/doomhist.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doom_%28video_game%29#Engine_technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rage_%28video_game%29
http://unity3d.com/
http://unity3dstudent.com/
http://unity3d.com/company/fast-facts
http://unity3d.com/company/fast-facts
http://unity3d.com/unity/download/
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The engine has improved graphics, improved graphical particle effects so it doesn’t slow down your 

CPU, an improved and faster shading and loads more and can be found from their site 

(http://unity3d.com/unity/whats-new/unity-2.6). 

The engine started out in 2001 and in 2005 their first installation for the engine (Unity 1.0) was on 

show at the Apple’s WWDC this appealed alot for the Apple industry as well as the consumers. In 

2007 they then released Unity 2.0. Afterwards the Unity iPhone and the team tripled in size. In 2009, 

the Unity engine was free allowing independant developers to do their own thing ( the main features 

that was the cream on top for the engine have been removed like the real time shadow rendering and 

the blur). And finally in 2010, Unity made alot of money thanks to google’s plug in with the Unity 

Native Client and have announced the outcoming Unity 3 (which is available for download now). 

 

Game Maker: 

 

Gamemaker is a 2D game engine and was developed by Mark Overmars ( Born in September 29
th
, 1958)  and is 

now published by Yoyo Games (http://www.yoyogames.com/). The interface is very simple to use and that it has 

a tutorial on the right hand side of the screen to help you out with the basics. 

        

Tutorial 

Folders that will 

contain things that 

you may use for 

your game 

Create tabs 

http://www.yoyogames.com/
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It was first released in November 15th 1999 and it specializes in 2D animation and 2D game platforms. But as the 

years go on the program have improved because when the game engine was first released, the program did not 

have Direct X and furthermore it doesn’t create an execution file for it to be played on without the need to go to 

the game maker icon and click on the run the game tab. But every major release of the software, it has improved. 

Game maker 8 is the latest and has everything needed for a 2D game engine, they also included a script editor 

window to allow you to import other game source files into your game. 

Aspects of a Game Engine: 

Game Engine: 

 Collision 

 Sound 

 Graphic rendering 

 Artificial intelligence 

Graphic rendering: 

o This part of the engine deals with calculating the final view of the game in real – time 

o It deals with making sure the frame rate of the game is at an acceptable level 

o It also includes special effects such as depth of field 

o It calculates lighting, texturing and fogging 

o The graphic rendering requires a lot of mathematical calculations 

Static lighting 

Shadow remains there without the need to render again since the object won’t move unless you 

move it, the shadow would still remain there 

Lighting static renders it real time whilst you play the game. A good example would be the character 

running and that the engine needs to render each movement the character does 

Physics: 

o The part of the engine is used to create real world effects like gravity and friction 

o Physics can be used in both 2D and 3D games 

o Physics components in game engines can also be added from 3rd party developers 

o 3D games are increasingly using physics in gameplay and this will continue to be an 

important part of the engine 

Collision detection: 

o This part of the engne calculates when 3D objects or 2D objects or sprites collide with other 

entities in the game 
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o Collision detection becomes important  when many objects are moving around or when the 

objects have complex shapes 

o Collision detection and physics in game engine makes sure interactions with objects are 

quick and realistic 

o Collision detection can be simplified, using a simple collision shape around a complex object. 

 

Sound Components: 

o This component of the engine deals with 2D sounds for music and interface sound 

effects 

o It also can add 3D sound in a 3D game that takes into account the distance from the 

sound source and the direction. This gives the game a surround sound 

o It needs to be capable of importing a variety of sound formats 

Artificial intelligence: 

o This part of the engine is responsible for controlling NPC’s 

o It can give the NPC’s the ability  to follow paths and react to proximity  of the player 

o It can train NPC’s to avoid obstacles 

o It can even give them behaviours – avoiding danger or search & destroy 

Bots: 

o Computer controlled entities with limited intelligence 

o They can learn the layout of a level 

o Work with or against player 

o Move along paths or free roaming 

o More advanced bots learns the opponents move and play activity 


